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Mega Blog Creator PERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY! The Video Series That May Very Well Change The

Niche Blogging World! WHAT IF you could create 100s of niche blogs, (and you know niche blogging is

hot right now), AND control them all with a free software program right from your desktop? Well, NOW

YOU CAN! The brand new Mega Blog Creator video series will walk you through each and every step. Its

extremely simple to do... All of the files are stored on your hard drive. You set up the basic info, pick a

template (over 25 are supplied), add your content and upload - thats it! Youll even learn how to insert

Adsense code, affiliate banners or a ClickBank Hop-Ad Builder to a template so you can easily monetize

all the blogs you build. The videos are clear and easy to understand! So heres what youre about to

discover: Video One: An Overview of this system (watch the video provided above to see the overview!)

Video Two: Setting up the free software and configuring it correctly. We all know how setting up free

products can be... Video Three: We continue in this video setting up the configuration. Set it up right the

first time! Video Four: This video will complete the configuration and setup. It is not hard, but doing it right

will save you hours. Video Five: Learn how to edit the templates. Youll learn the basics and this includes

how to insert ads like Adsense. Video Six: The template is setup and ready, so now we are going to get

your first post online for the world to view. Video Seven: Very cool feature: Post by sending an email! This

means you can update your sites from anywhere, at anytime. Video Eight: Using custom tags. For

example: One affiliate link changes or dies. Click a few buttons and replace on all sites! Video Nine: This

video covers the use of custom tags in depth. Learn how to use this powerful feature. Video Ten: Another

COOL feature: How to import RSS feeds. This is an excellent way to get free content from article

directories. Video Eleven: We cover using the built-in HTML editor and some of the advanced features

you may need from time to time. You get 90 minutes of how-to videos to view on your own computer OR

load the audios to your iPod and simply take it all with you on the run. This is truly one of the fastest and

easiest ways weve seen in a while to create your blogs, and you can duplicate the process over and over

again in any niche you choose! Oh, and did we mention that the software that puts it all together doesnt

even cost you at all? We think this could be a blogging game changer, so scoot over and get your own
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copy now: And the price? Just $4.99! ________________________________ Visit My Store For More

Deals!!! ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ________________________________
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